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GEOMETRIC RIGIDITY ESTIMATES FOR INCOMPATIBLE FIELDS IN
DIMENSION ě 3
GIANLUCA LAUTERI AND STEPHAN LUCKHAUS
Abstract. We prove geometric rigidity inequalities for incompatible fields in dimension higher
than 2. We are able to obtain strong scaling-invariant Lp estimates in the supercritical regime
p ą 1˚ “ n
n´1 , while for critical exponent 1
˚ we have a scaling invariant inequality only for the
weak L1
˚
norm. Although not optimal, such an estimate in L1
˚,8 is enough in order to infer a
useful lemma which gives BV bounds for SOpnq-valued fields with bounded Curl.
1. Introduction
The geometric rigidity estimate for gradient fields proved in [1] plays a crucial role in nonlinear
elasticity theory. However, in the study of lattices with dislocations, a geometric rigidity estimate
for incompatible fields (i.e., fields not arising from gradients) becomes necessary (cf. e.g. [3]
and [4]). In [3], the authors proved a (scaling invariant) version of the geometric rigidity
theorem in [1] for incompatible fields in dimension 2 for the critical exponent.
In this work we give a proof of the analogous result in dimension ě 3, for the supercritical
regime p ą 1˚ “ n
n´1 (Theorem 4). The approach is to write down an incompatible field as the
sum of a compatible term, for which we can use the classical geometric rigidity from [1] and a
remainder, which is the Lp norm of a weakly singular operator (the averaged linear homotopy
operator), whose derivative is a Caldero´n-Zygmund operator. This allows to give the bounds in
the supercritical case. On the other hand, for the critical exponent we can still use the weak
geometric rigidity estimate proved in [2] in order to find a scaling invariant estimate for the
weak-L1
˚
norm (Theorem 3). From Theorem 3, we deduce directly in Proposition 1 that the
Curl of a matrix field A P L1
˚,8pΩqnˆn (where Ω is an open bounded set in Rn) taking values
in SOpnq bounds its gradient.
2. Notations and Preliminaries
In what follows, C will denote a (universal) constant whose value is allowed to change from
line to line. We put px :“ x|x| , while LppU,Λrq (Wm,ppU,Λrq) denotes the space of r-forms on U
whose coefficients are Lp (Wm,p) functions. Moreover, recall that we can identify a tensor field
A P L1pΩqnˆn with a vector of 1-forms of length n, that is with ω :“
`
ωi
˘n
i“1
, ωi “ Aijdx
j, and
its Curl with dω (or, more precisely, with p‹dωq5), given by
dωi “
ÿ
jăk
˜
BAij
Bxk
´
BAik
Bxj
¸
dxj ^ dxk.
We recall that a real-valued function f from a measure space pX,µq is in Lp,8pX,µq or (LpwpX,µq)
if
||f ||Lp,8pX,µq :“ sup
tą0
tµ
ˆ"
x P X
ˇˇˇˇ
|fpxq| ą t
*˙ 1
p
ă 8.
Is easy to check that ||¨||Lp,8 pX,µq is only a quasi-norm, that is the triangle inequality holds
just in the weak form
||f ` g||Lp,8pX,µq ď Cp
´
||f ||Lp,8pX,µq ` ||g||Lp,8pX,µq
¯
.
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We write Lp,8pΩq for Lp,8pΩ, |¨|q, when Ω Ă Rn and |¨| is the Lebesgue measure.
We recall the
Definition 1. Let U Ă Rn be a star-shaped domain with respect to the point y P U . The linear
homotopy operator at the point y is the operator
ky “ ky,r : Ω
rpUq Ñ Ωr´1pUq,
defined as
pkyωqpxq :“
ˆ
1
0
sr´1ωpsx` p1´ sqyq px´ yqds,
where pωpxq vq rv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ vn´1s :“ ωpxq rv, v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn´1s. It is well known that the linear homotopy
operator satisfies
(1) ω “ ky,r`1dω ` dky,rω @ω P Ω
rpUq.
In order to get more regularity, we consider the following averaged linear homotopy operator on
B :“ Bp0, 1q, which coincides with the one introduced by Iwaniec and Lutoborski in [5], except
for the choice of the weight function:
T “ Tr : Ω
rpBq Ñ Ωr´1pBq,
Tωpxq :“
ˆ
B
ϕpyq pkyωq pxqdy,
where ϕ P C8c pBp0, 2qq is a positive cut-off function, with ϕ ” 1 in B and
max
!
||ϕ||L8pRnq , ||∇ϕ||L8pRnq
)
ď 3.
Clearly, (1) holds for T as well:
(2) ω “ Tdω ` dTω.
An essential result is the rigidity estimate due to Friesecke, James and Mu¨ller:
Theorem 1 ( [1]). Let Ω Ă Rn be a bounded Lipschitz domain, n ě 2, and let 1 ă p ă 8.
There exists a constant C “ Cpp,Ωq such that for every u P W 1,2pΩq there exists a rotation
R P SOpnq such that
||∇u´R||LppΩqnˆn ď C ||distp∇u, SOpnqq||LppΩqnˆn .
For weak-Lp estimate, we shall need the following theorem proved by Conti, Dolzmann and
Mu¨ller:
Theorem 2 ( [2]). Let p P p1,8q and Ω Ă Rn be a bounded connected domain. There exists
a constant C ą 0 depending only on p, n and Ω such that for every u P W 1,1pΩqn such that
distp∇u, SOpnqq P Lp,8pΩqnˆn there exists a rotation R P SOpnq such that
(3) ||∇u´R||Lp,8pΩqnˆn ď C ||distp∇u, SOpnqq||Lp,8pΩqnˆn .
We also recall that, as proved in [5], T satisfies (for smooth forms ω) the pointwise bound
(4) |Tωpxq| ď Cn,r
ˆ
B
|ωpyq|
|x´ y|n´1
dy.
Indeed, for ω “ ωαdx
α P ΩrpBq we have
Tωpxq “
ˆˆ
B
dyϕpyq
ˆ
1
0
tr´1 xx´ y, eiyωαptx` p1´ tqyq
˙
dxα ei.
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We then make the substitution Φpy, tq :“
´
tx` p1´ tqy, t
1´t
¯
” pzpt, yq, sptqq, Φ : Bp0, 1q ˆ
p0, 1q Ñ Bp0, 1q ˆ p0,8q, which gives
Tωpxq “
ˆˆ
B
dzωαpzq
xx´ z, eiy
|x´ z|n
ˆ
2
0
sr´1p1` sqn´rϕpz ` szz ´ xq˙dxα ei ”
”
ˆˆ
B
Kirpz, x ´ zqωαpzqdz
˙
dxα ei,
where
Kirpx, hq :“
xh, eiy
|h|n
ˆ
2
0
sr´1p1` sqn´rϕpx´ sphqds,
and we noticed that, since ϕ has compact support, the integral from 0 to 8 actually reduces to
an integral over a finite interval. That is, we get (4). It also follows easily from (4) that T is
a compact operator from LppB,Λrq to LppB,Λr´1q. Moreover, by density, (2) extends to every
differential form ω P W 1,ppB,Λrq, and to every differential form ω P L1pB,Λrq whose differential
is a bounded Radon measure, dω PMbpB,Λ
r`1q.
3. Proof of the Main Results
Using the homotopy operator, we get the following weak-Lp geometric rigidity estimate for
incompatible fields:
Theorem 3. Let 1˚ “ 1˚pnq :“ n
n´1 , and let B Ă R
n be the unit ball of Rn. There exists a
constant C “ Cpnq ą 0 such that for every A P Lp
˚
pBq whose CurlpAq is a vector measure on U
with bounded total variation and whose support is contained in B, i.e. sptCurlpAq Ť B, there
exist a rotation R P SOpnq such that
||A´R||L1˚,8pBq ď C
´
||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8pBq ` |CurlpAq| pBq
¯
.
Proof. Take any measurable subset E Ă B, and let r ą 0 be such that |Bp0, rq| “ |E|. Then,
using (4) and the Hardy-Littlewood inequalityˆ
E
dx |pTωqpxq| ď C
ˆ
E
dx
ˆ
B
dy
|ωpyq|
|x´ y|n´1
“
“ C
ˆ
B
dy |ωpyq|
ˆ
E
dx
|x´ y|n´1
ď
ď C
ˆ
B
dy |ωpyq|
ˆ
Rn
χ
E´xpyq
dy
|y|n´1
ď
ď C
ˆ
B
dy |ωpyq|
ˆ
Rn
χ
Bp0,rq
dy
|y|n´1
ď
“ C
ˆ
B
dy |ωpyq|
ˆ r
0
dt
ˆ
BBp0,tq
dy
tn´1
“
“ Cr ||ω||L1pBq “ C |E|
1
n ||ω||L1pBq .
This gives immediately
||Tω||L1pBq ď Cn ||ω||L1pBq ,
and thus, using (2), ||A´ TdA||L1pBq ď C ||dA||L1pBq, which extends immediately by den-
sity in the case when dA is a vector measure with bounded total variation. Choosing E “"
x P B
ˇˇˇˇ
|Tωpxq| ą t
*
, for t ą 0
t |E| ď
ˆ
E
|Tωpxq| dx ď C |E|
1
n |dA| pBq.
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Passing to the supremum over t ą 0, we find
(5) ||TdA||L1˚,8pBq ď Cn |dA| pBq.
Since B is convex and dpA´TdAq “ d2TA “ 0, we can find a function g such that dg “ A´TdA.
From the estimates proven, is possible to apply Theorem 2 to g and find
||dg ´R||L1˚,8pBq ď C ||distpdg, SOpnqq||L1˚,8pBq .
But
||dg ´R||L1˚,8pBq ě C ||A´R||L1˚,8pBq ´ ||TdA||L1˚,8pBq
and
||distpdg, SOpnqq||L1˚,8pBq ď ||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8pBq ` ||TdA||L1˚,8pBq .
In particular,
||A´R||L1˚,8pBq ď C
´
||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8pBq ` |CurlpAq| pBq
¯
. 
We now give another estimate for Lp norms. It requires an L8-bound on the matrix field A,
which is natural in the context of the theory of elasticity.
Theorem 4. Let n ě 3, 1˚ :“ 1˚pnq :“ n
n´1 , p P r1
˚, 2s and fix M ą 0. There exists a constant
C “ Cpn,M, pq ą 0, depending only on the dimension n, the exponent p and the constant M ,
such that for every A P L8pBq, with ||A||8 ďM and CurlpAq PMbpB,Λ
2q, B :“ Bp0, 1q, there
exists a corresponding rotation R P SOpnq for which, if p ą 1˚
(6)
ˆ
B
|A´R|p dx ď C
ˆˆ
B
distppA,SOpnqqdx` |CurlpAq|1
˚
pBq
˙
,
while, if p “ 1˚,ˆ
B
|A´R|1
˚
dx ďC
ˆ
B
dist1
˚
pA,SOpnqqdx`
` C |CurlpAq|1
˚
pBq t|log p|CurlpAq| pBqq| ` 1u .
(7)
Remark 1. The constant C in (7) is not scaling invariant in the critical regime p “ 1˚.
Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, we can assume TdA not identically constant.
Indeed, if TdA is identically constant, from the identity TdA “ A´ dTA, we see that dA “ 0,
hence the result follows applying Theorem 1. As in the proof of Theorem 3, applying Theorem 1
(and using |a´ b|p ě 21´p |a|p ´ |b|p) we find a rotation R P SOpnq for which the inequality
(8)
ˆ
B
|A´R|p dx ď Cn
ˆˆ
B
|distpA,SOpnqq|p dx`
ˆ
B
|TdApxq|p dx
˙
holds. We then just need to estimate the last term in the right hand side of (8). For, fix a Λ ą 1
(to be chosen later), and define the integrals
I :“
ˆ
|TdA|ąΛ
|TdA|p dx, II :“
ˆ
|TdA|ďΛ
|TdA|p dx.
We now give an estimate for I. Firstly, we recall that T is a bounded operator from LppB,Λrq
into W 1,ppB,Λr`1q, whenever p P p1,8q (cf. [5, Proposition 4.1]). Moreover, TdA “ A´ dTA,
and ∇T “ S1 ` S2, where S1 is a “weakly” singular operator which maps continuously L
8 into
itself, while S2 is a Caldero´n-Zygmund operator (cf. [5, Proposition 4.1]). In particular,
||TdA||
BMO
ď Cn ||A||8 ď CnM,
where Cn ą 0 is a constant depending only on the dimension. Now, we can write
(9) I “ Λp´1
*
Λ1
*
|t|TdA| ą Λu| ` I 1, I 1 :“
ˆ 8
Λ
λp´1 |t|TdA| ą λu| dλ.
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Clearly,
Λ1
*
|t|TdA| ą Λu| ď ||TdA||1
*
L1
*,8 ď C |dA| pBq
1* .
We now take a Caldero´n-Zygmund decomposition of F pxq :“ |TdApxq|p: namely, we find a
function g P L8, with ||g||8 ď 2
´nΛp and disjoint cubes tQjujě1 such that, if b :“
ř
jě1
χ
QjF ,$’’&’’%
F “ g ` b,
2´nΛp ă
ffl
Qj
Fdx ď Λp
´
Jensen ñ
ˇˇˇffl
Qj
TdApxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ď Λ
¯
,ˇˇˇŤ
jě1Qj
ˇˇˇ
ă 2
n
Λp
´
|TdA|p dx.
With such a decomposition, outside the cubes Qj, |TdA|
p “ |gpxq| ď 2´nΛp ď Λp. Hence, using
the John-Nirenberg inequality and the elementary estimateˆ 8
x
λqe´λdλ ď e´xp1` xq, @q ď 1 and x ě 1,
we find that (provided p ď 2)
I 1 “
ˆ 8
Λ
λp´1
ÿ
jě1
ˇˇˇˇ"
x P Qj
ˇˇˇˇ
|TdA| ą λ
*ˇˇˇˇ
dλ ď
ď
ˆ 8
Λ
λp´1
ÿ
jě1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
#
x P Qj
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇTdApxq ´
 
Qj
TdAdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą λ´ Λ
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdλ ď
ď C1
ˆ 8
Λ
λp´1
˜ÿ
jě1
|Qj|
¸
exp
ˆ
´C2
λ´ Λ
||TdA||
BMO
˙
dλ ă
ă C1
2n
Λp
ˆˆ
|TdA|p
˙
e
C2
Λ
||TdA||BMO
ˆ
||TdA||
BMO
C2
˙p ˆ 8
C2
||TdA||BMO
Λ
λp´1e´λdλ ď
ď C1
2n
Λp
ˆˆ
|TdA|p
˙ˆ
||TdA||
BMO
C2
˙pˆ
1`
C2
||TdA||
BMO
Λ
˙
ď
ď Cn,M
ˆˆ
|TdA|p
˙
1` Λ
Λp
.
(10)
Hence, if we choose Λ big enough (depending only on n and M) in (10),
(11) I 1 ď
1
2
ˆ
|TdA|p .
Let us now estimate II. If p ą 1*, we can writeˆ
|TdA|ďΛ
|TdA|p dx “
ˆ
1ă|TdA|ďΛ
|TdA|p dx`
ÿ
jě0
ˆ
2´j´1ă|TdA|ď2´j
ď
ď C
#
Λp |dA|1
*
pBq `
ÿ
jě0
2´pj`1qp
ˇˇˇ!
|TdA| ą 2´pj`1q
)ˇˇˇ+
ď
ď C |dA|1
*
pBq
˜
Λp `
ÿ
jě0
2´jp1
* ´pq
¸
ď
ď Cpn, p,Mq |dA|1
*
pBq,
which gives (6). In the case p “ 1*, we are going to make use of the increasing convex function
Ψ, defined as the linear (convex) continuation of t ÞÑ tp for t ě Λ:
Ψptq :“
#
t1
*
if t ď Λ,
1* Λ1
*´1t` p1´ 1*qΛ1
*
if t ě Λ.
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II ď
ˆ
B
Ψp|TdApxq|qdx ď
ˆ
B
Ψ
ˆ 
B
C |dA| pBqd |dA| pyq
|x´ y|n´1
˙
ď
ď
ˆ
B
 
Ψ
ˆ
C |dA| pBq
|x´ y|n´1
˙
d |dA| pyqdx “
“
 
B
d |dA| pyq
ˆ
B
Ψ
ˆ
C |dA| pBq
|x´ y|n´1
˙
dx ď
ď
ˆ
Bp0,2q
Ψ
ˆ
C |dA| pBq
|z|n´1
˙
dz “ C
ˆ
2
0
d̺̺n´1Ψ
ˆ
C |dA| pBq
̺n´1
˙
“
“
ˆ Cp|dA|pBqΛ´1q 1n´1
0
̺n´1
ˆ
1˚Λ1
* ´1C |dA| pBq
̺n´1
` p1´ 1˚qΛ1
*
˙
d̺`
` C
ˆ
2
Cp|dA|pBqΛ´1q
1
n´1
|dA| pBq1
˚
̺
d̺ ď
ď C |dA| pBq1
˚
p1` |log p|dA| pBqq|q .
(12)
Combining together (9), (11) and (12), we obtain (7). 
Remark 2. The same conclusions can be obtained considering the operator defined by an average
on the sphere: rTωpxq :“ ˆ
Sn´1
dHn´1pyqkyωpxq.
Remark 3. Using Korn’s inequality instead of Theorem 1, one can easily prove the linear coun-
terpart of Theorem 4.
Proposition 1. Let Ω Ă Rn be a bounded open set, and suppose A P L2pΩq and sptpAq Ť Ω.
Consider a tessellation of Rn with cubes
!
Q
p̺q
i
)
iě1
” tQpxi, ̺qu of side ̺, and define A̺ as the
piecewise constant function
(13) A̺ :“
ÿ
iě1
R
p̺q
i
χ
Q̺,i ,
where the rotations R
p̺q
i are the ones given by Theorem 3 applied to A on the balls Bpxi,
3
2
̺q.
There exists a constant C “ Cpnq ą 0, depending only on the dimension n, such that
(14)
1
̺
||A´A̺||L1pΩq ` |DA̺| pΩq ď C
´
̺
n´2
2 ||distpA,SOpnqq||L2pΩq ` |CurlpAq| pΩq
¯
.
In particular, if A P SOpnq almost everywhere,
(15) |DA| pΩq ď C |CurlpAq| pΩq.
That is, A P BV pΩ, SOpnqq provided |CurlpAq| pΩq is finite.
Proof. By definition, the rotations R
p̺q
i in (13) satisfyˇˇˇˇˇˇ
A´R
p̺q
i
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
L1
˚,8pQ
p̺q
i
q
ď Cn
´
||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8 ` |CurlpAq| p2Q
p̺q
i q
¯
.
Let ϕ P C1c pΩq. Then ˇˇˇˇˆ
A̺divpϕqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
i,j s.t.
BQ
p̺q
i
XBQ
p̺q
j
‰H
̺n´1
ˇˇˇ
R
p̺q
i ´R
p̺q
j
ˇˇˇ
.
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Now, for any two adjacent cubes Q
p̺q
i and Q
p̺q
j , take the rotation R
1
̺,i given applying Theorem 3
to the cube 2Q
p̺q
i . Thenˇˇˇ
R
p̺q
i ´R
p̺q
j
ˇˇˇ
̺n´1 ď
´ˇˇˇ
R
p̺q
i ´R
1
̺,i
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
R1̺,i ´R
p̺q
j
ˇˇˇ¯
̺n´1 ď
ď Cn
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇ
R
p̺q
i ´R
1
̺,i
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
L1
*,8pQ
p̺q
i q
`
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
R1̺,i ´R
p̺q
j
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
L1
*,8pQ
p̺q
j q
˙
ď
ď Cn
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇ
A´R
p̺q
i
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
L1
*,8pQ
p̺q
i q
`
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
A´R
p̺q
j
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
L1
*,8pQ
p̺q
j q
`
ˇˇˇˇ
A´R1̺,i
ˇˇˇˇ
L1
*,8p2Q
p̺q
i q
˙
ď
ď Cn
´
||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8p4Q̺i q
` |CurlpAq| p4Q
p̺q
i q
¯
ď Cn
´
̺
n´2
2 ||distpA,SOpnqq||L2p4Q̺
i
q ` |CurlpAq| p4Q
p̺q
i q
¯
.
Taking the supremum over ϕ, since the cubes 4Q
p̺q
i overlap only finitely many times, we obtain
|DA̺| pΩq ď Cn
´
̺
n´2
2 ||distpA,SOpnqq||
Ω
` |CurlpAq| pΩq
¯
.
Moreover, from the definition of weak-L1:
1
̺
ˆ
Q
p̺q
i
|A´A̺|dx ď Cn ||A´A̺||L1*,8pQp̺qi q
ď Cn
´
||distpA,SOpnqq||L1˚,8p4Q̺i q
` |CurlpAq| p4Q
p̺q
i q
¯
.
This gives in particular (14). Moreover
||A´A̺||L1pΩq ď
ÿ
iě1
||A´A̺||L1pQp̺qi q
ď Cn̺
ÿ
iě1
´
||A´A̺||L1*,8p2Qp̺qi q
` |CurlpAq| p2Q
p̺q
i q
¯
ď
ď Cn̺
´
||A´A̺||L1*,8pΩq ` |CurlpAq| pΩq
¯
ÝÝÝÑ
̺Ñ0
0.
That is, A̺ Ñ A strongly in L
1. Thus, if we let ̺ Ñ 0, we obtain (15) provided A P SOpnq
almost everywhere. 
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